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reading meaningfui'material.Those holding a strong. top -down position
emphasized higherorder'units instructionally.- (FL)
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Conceptual FFrameworks of Reading

Held by Teachers

Mary K. Gave

Kent State University
and

East'Cleveland Public Schools

Research on teacher thinking is a relatively new approach to the

study ofteaching. In thiS approach to studying teaching, the mental

processing underlying Instructional behavior are investigated. _Re

searchers taking this cognitive information-processing approach to

-studying the nature of teaching emphasize that before teacher educators

can systematically influence.teahing behavior, there is a need to

understand the relationShip between teachers' thinking and their be-

haVior. (Clark and Yinger-1978)

One approach to the study of teacher thinking is to view teachers

as holding implicit theories or conceptual frameworks which guide

instructional _decision making. There arla limited number of studies

which focus on organizing: rameworks teacherS use to make sense of the

complex environment of their classrooms. 'Teachers' implicit theories

of such aspects of teaching as social interaction in the classroom

(Janesick; 1977), principles of teaching (Marland,'197.7) and open

edUcatiOn (Bussfs, Chitemdem and Amami, 1976) have been inyestigateth
4

The common thread in these studies is the ,belief that teacher thinking

and teacher behavior are guided by a set of organized beliefs,'often

operating unconsciously (Clark & Yinger, 1978) A .tudy by Barr And

#.

buff- (1978) suggests that the connection between a teacher"s implicit



theory and his or her behavior is a relatively loose one, mediated by

dirranstances,such as availability of resources ,.peer inYluence and

student char'acteristtos. More research is needed on the relationship

between inplicit belief systems and instructional decision making dur-

ing planning and interaction with students.

.Teaciving students to read is a salient part of the schools'

curriculum which. has been extensively researched. AlSo, the 're are a

plethora of models of the reading process in the literature. Each

model designer purports that his model is based on research and hasp

'implicationsforreadinginrtructim.(See Singer & Ruddell, ed.,

Theoretical Models and Processes of Readinc11976,,for many examples

of models. of, reading.) Teacher educators and authors of articles

translate the various theoretical models and resultgof empirical

studies into teaching practices for pre-service and in-service reading

teachers-. BeSides obtaining input for knowledge and beliefs about how

to teach reaming from reading theory and research, it is assumed that

reading teachers also draw from experience in constructing their belief

systeMs of reading and reading'instruction.

Recently Harste and Burke .(1971)-, DeFord (1978) Mitchell (1976),

and Barr and Duffy (1978) have conducted ground-breaking exploratory

,studies into teachers' implicit theories of readig and reading instruc-

tion and how these implicit theories influence instructional behaviOr,

It is assumed by the researchers in :these Agidiefhat reading instruc-

tional;behavior, guided. by implicit theories of readi g instruction,

influence students', reading behavior as, well as students

of reading._

conceptions

2.



All of the studies to date look at how class room teachers' implicit

theories reflect Models of reading instruction. None investigate teachers'

MOdels oflearning to read process. Thus, there is a need to

determine:if teachers' implicit-theories of.learning to read reflect models

of readinTfund in the literature.

In this study the writings of two theorists, "muals and K.

GoodMan, were used as standards in comparing teachers ief systems. The

models of these two theorists, were chosen because they each represent one

of the two,main typeS, of information processing models. The Laberge and

Samuals model-is essentially a description Of bottom-up processing (pro

cessing letters, then letter clusters, then words, then phrases, then

sentences ). The.Gbodman model is essentially a top-down model, (hi-her

order units, like sentences, -can influence the proc5sing of lower order

units like words and letters-).. Also both Samuels and Goodman have

delineated instructional 'implications. their models. This study investt-

. gated-the extent th wd models were construct systemt "inside the heads"

of teachers.- The construct systems were called Bottom-up tnd Top-down.

ConCeptual Frameworks of Reading Acquisition after the two Main types of

information, processing models. The purpose of this study , the,' was to

investigate the extent'to which Bottom-up and Top-down Cili'Eeptual Frame-

Works of Reading are construct systems held by primary teachers.

Models of thelearft,g
__ r Read Process

The major difference between this study and other studies of teachers'

belief systems of reading and reading. instruction is that this stu y

investfg ted teachers' cohceptions or theoretical ,IYamewo kS of the
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learning.to read process

reading instruction. Har

Skills or Whole Languat

searchers-involved in t

Institute for Research

centered conceptions"

conceptions" (interest-b7

models.) The definition:,

2s investigated conceptions

ify teachers as holding Phonic,

ltationS toward Reading. Re-.

Reading Project at the Michigan

ntifY teachers as holding "content

d linear skills)-and "pupil centered

- -al language, and-integrated curriculum

n of these two se_ of models and defini-

itions of conceptions of eading,instruction and Are not conceptions of

the learnIng to read process. 'Duffy -and Metheny (1979) of,,the Michigan

project address thiS issue:

e

Our attempts of conceptualize reading beliefs,
initially focused on theoretical models of reading.
However, sudh abstract models were difficult to
adapt toefield research.in classrooms. We discovered
we needed more concrete and pragmatic-ways of con-

Iceptualizing reading beliefs., Subsequently, m
_conducted two literature searches of standard reading
methods texts. From these, five general categories of
EFFITTiTh1767t reading were identified: (1) basal text-
'book, (2) linear skill's (such as Wisconsin Design),
(3) interest-based (utilizing pupil Selection of trade
books), (4) natural language (including both psycho-
'linguistics and language experience) and (5) integrated
curriculum models....
(Underitning added, p.12

ThelMiibTgan Institute for Researdh on Teaching "conceptions of,

-reading" were drawn from standard reading methods texts and. thus are

concebtions,of reading methods or reading instruction and are'not

models of the learning to read process. Harste and Burke do not make

this distinction, but their Phonit, Skills and Whole Language Theore-

tidal Orientations toward, Reading seem to be conceptions of reading

instruction as are the Michigan Institute for Research on Tgathing

. "conceptions of reading.



Use of Theoretical Literature and Researfil
To Define Botto and T 7 own Conceptual Frameworks of Reading

Both theoretical literature and research on teachers' implicit

theories of reading were used in,defini the constructs Bottom7up

and Top -down Conceptual Frameworks of Reading. In the next sections

1, the two general'info mation processing models will be
described;

2. the reading models devised by Samuels and Goodman
(examples of the two general inforMation.processing
models) will-be compared;

the two kinds of teachers'. conceptions of reading instruc¢
don ,found.by the Michigan Institute of Researcher on
Teaching will b-t described and then compared to ,the
Samuels and Goodman models;

4. drawing: from the models by SaMuels and Goodman 'and the
Michigan IRT condeptions of reading research, tie Bottom -up
and Top-down Conceptual Frameworks of" Reading will be
defined.:

Two General Information
Processin Models of Readin

Generally an information processing analysis assumes that a Cogni-

tive task can be understood by anAlyzing it into staoe's that proceed in

*
a fixed order over time, beginning with sensory inpurand ending wi

some sort of output or response. There are two main types of info-
/

tion processsing models! bottom -up and top -down. By far the most

common are bottom -up models. They are "data driven' models in .that

they deicribe the.reader as starting with low level analysis of seri,

sory input (features, letters, letter clusters, words) and proceed

stage by stage to higher levelsof linguistic analysis (Sentences,,

paragraphs, selections), Aumelhart (1976) defines a pure bottomUp

'model as one with a series of stages, each corresponding to alevel



of analysis i ri Oa no higher level can i in any way modify or dhange

the,Analysis at-a lower level.'

Top-down models view reading as "conceptually driven", These

models emphasize that the reader has hypotheses regarding the

meaning of'the passage beingread and uses the lower levels of

analysis to "check these hypotheses out". Obviously, there are no

'pure top-down models becau4e a reader Must. begin by focusing pn.

print. Rumelhart (1976) defiles "top -down mddiels as having the

folloWing properties: 1) .higher stages of,proCessing may be firs

2) higher stages influence lower level.processing;
1,,

operate in parallel and many levels may interact.

A Com arison of Two
Models of Reabin9

Many stages

I

his study, two reading models which represent the two main
*4.

types of informatioproce'isim models were used as standards for

compariSon... This .study focused on the writings of two- theorists: S,J.

Samuels and Kenneth.Goodman. These two theorists differ in the'Way

they.model the main sequence by which readers procesS linguistic

The Laberge and Samuels model is ,essentially a description f bottom -up

processing and the Goodman model is essentially a,top-down model,. Yet
-- ,

Idth theorists in their model building have built in mechanisMs
1

accounting

forbothupstream eflects (lower order processing influencing higher order

processing) and downstream effects (higher order processing influencing

ler order procesSing). Also, both Samuels and GoodmanAeli6date instruc

tional implications of- theiT'fliodels.



.

Lalierge and Sam (1976) define reading as trahsfbrming written,

.

patterns into meaning.," 4.548) GoodMan (1976a) states, "Reading is a

comOlrjx v-ocess,by which a reader reconstructs .to some degree, a message

ncodedby a writer in graphic language." (p.472, Underlining added.)
. ,

Both of definitionrefer to decoding the print and obtaining meaning.

Samuels (19Th) emphasizes. that reading is a skill,like.griving a car

playing a piano while-Goodman 1976a & b) emphasizes -that reading is a-

communication prodess like listening. By considering. these analggies

and to letsir extent the definitions, it can be seep that these two

theorists envision differe fly the role Of the child lArning to read.

Goodman frame of elyence emphWzes that "the language user, though he

may be a beginner as.far as literacy is concerned, brings to the task df

learningto, read the sum total of his life' -s experiences and the

.language,competericies he has aiready.aCquired." (1976a, p. 489) Goodman
.

i

belibves
.

thR child learning to read applies his inguistic.repertoire of
1

-..
.

skills to printed language. The reader, Goodman emphasizes, is an active

processor of information. Even when 'the child is learning to read heis

not viewed by Goodman as acquiring a skill through instruction. In Goodman's

view a child is not directly taught hOw to listen or to rea but learns to4:

reconstruct the meaning Of.what people say or write, 'Samuels (19'76)-
) on the

other hand, states that "the stuOnt must be brought beyond accuracy to
0

automaticity in decoding." (p. 323, Underlining added.) From Samuels' frames

of reference, the learner is directly taught to decode written symbols.

Samuels states th,7.t.a child learning to read-must practice decoding skills

just.as-a student learning to play the piano must.practice scales and other

components needed to be able to play the piano proficiently.
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Drawing from these beliefs about the Sequence of readers' processing.

-f linguistic units and the role of the learner, Samuels and Goodman make'

these statementskabout reading instruction:

Samuels: On the basis of this model, we view reading
acquisition as a series. of skills ... Pedgogis-
cally,.we favor the approach which.s4n les cut
theseskilis for testing and trathiTeian_ t 014
5T7TWFA§ to th&:ih ap-propriate ways.
(Laber e and Samuels, 1976, 574. Underlining
added.

-Goodman: Sequencing of skill.instruction in reading has
'often been strongly advocated by publishers and
curriculum wdrkers. But the reading process
requires that a,multitude of skills be used
simultaneously. As we have'indicated, many of
these skills are already employed by .thelearner
in listening. -Any sequence will.necessarily be
arbitrary. (1976a, p. 494)

Goodman: The child learOng to read, like the child learning
to speak, seems to need the opportunity to.examine
a large. sample of language... (dbodman and Smith, '
1975, p. 1807

Others in the oilman Campustate:
4

Smith; Children learn to.read'only by reading. (1973, p.195)

Hars e: Reading is best defined for instructional piwposes
as.thinking stimulated by p (HarSte and_CareY,
1979,.p, 6)

Thus,%Samuels believes that reading-instruction should involve studthits

n'learn4ng discrete skills.- He thinks students need not uoly .to become

accurate but also automatic af decoding words,, Samuels(1979) advises,'

teache-rS to ",give instructin on how to recpgnie words .at the accuracy

level... 'and to "provide the time, and motivation so that the student w411_
e

"practice these word6retOgniti on skills. until they become automatic." (p.465

'AlthOugh Samuels' places importance on accurate word recognition, he does
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not advocate the teaching 'practice of correcting each error when a stu-..

dent is reading orally, Bedause of his concept of automaticity of ,pro-

,cessirrg, he suggests teachers at time relax the demand for accuracy so,`

that students will focus attention Dr' larger units of language or "chunk"

words into phrases. Samuels (1976) defines behavior as automatic when it

can be performed without attention. He advocates that beginning readers

be asked to read the same material several times. He states The first

'few readings bring the material to the phonologicalIevel.. once this

point i& reached the student is able to switch attention to deriving

meaning from what has be -(Samuels 1976, p. 325)

""

In contrast to SaMuels, Goodman places little importance on the ability

accurately decode words, He stresses that Words:pan best be recognized

'thin the flow of language" (Smith, Goodman, and Meredith, 1976,p.271)

and that if a reader does not recognize a word in one,context he may be

able to recogniZe it, in another. (Y. Goodman, 1975) Goodman thinks that

a teacher should not interfere while a student is reading orally. After

the chld has completed the .selection, words in which errors were made can

be placed a familiar contest and the student can read the words inthis,

context, (Y: Goodman, 1975)

rt can be inferred from th -Laberge and Samuels Statement on pages

that students need to be,evaluated on their ability to perfOrt discrete

skills as well a- their ability to use these skills when reading, Writers

the GoodMan tradition take aklifferent tack toward evaluation of reading.

iperformance: They feel students can be evaluated only on how they read a

specific text -within a specific context. Harste and Carey(1979)-state;

"The importance of context of situation in terms of derstandin§ language

processing-is 'clear when one attempts to explain the divergent performance



of students, 4(p. 11) Goodman (1967; Y. Goodman and Burke, 1972) also

advocate that teachers ,.use miscue analysis. A key assumption underlying

the use of this diagnostic procedure is that oral readers do not make

--""

,random errors, but rather that patterns of deviations from the text

reflect whether the reader is making predOminant use of graphonemic,

syntactic or semantic cue systems. Thus, in miscue analysis the cue systems

a reader tends to use as inferred by analysing deviations (errors) from

the text. Goodman advocates' having students "retell" what they recall from

selections they have read. Students' retellings are judged for the degree

of,Match to the information in the text.

Figure 1 summarizes the positions of Samuels and Goodman on the impor-

10.

tance placed on decoding print, their analogies to reading, their descriptions

of the reading process, and implications for reading/language arts instruc-

tion and- evaluation. Samuels model' exemplifies a bottom-up position and

Goodman's model exemplifies'a top-down position.



Figure

A comparison of Bottom-up and Top -down Models of Reading as
Exemplied in the Wrjtings,of Samuels, andGoodman

Importance placed on
decoding print

, .Analogies of ,
reading made

,Description of
the reading process

-Samuels

Places importance on
decoding or rapid
recognition of words
as necessary for
comprehension.

Emphasizes that read-
ing is askill like
driving a car. .

Models the reader's
main. sequence of pro-
cessing as proaeSsin4
loWer-order_ 1 inquist i e

cues and then i her
order;, 1 ingui c

Readingilanguage
arts instruction

-770'_ a

`Evaluation of
reading andlity

Goodman

Places little
importance on de-
.coding . words .

Stresses that a'
student who 'does t

recognize a woi
one context may know
the word in another
context.

n

Emphasizes that
reading'iS :a comuh-
ication process like
littening.'

Thinks that the
majority of reading',
instructional time
should involve ,Students
Aik,ehundant practice.:
inCdittrete kiils
needed to read. 'Also'
-stresses that decoding
skills not only .66001

be .accurate but eptoma:
tic.

Thinks that students need
to be evaluated on diS.
crete skills as well as
the integration- of these
skills when :reading.

Models the reader's
main Sequence of pro-
cessing as processing
higher, order 1 i ngui s ti c,

cues to .make hypotheses.
about processing of
lower 'Drder lingu
6ues.:

Thinks that'the-majori-
: ty oflanguage,:arts in-
structional time should
1 midi Ve students 'I n

meaningful activities

;

in

4.1

4Ch 'S tudents_s peak,-

list .n read and write ..

Thinksthatstudents can
be evaluated only .ori how
they read aspecifid text-.
within 'a specific context-.



.Two Kinds of Teachers' Conce tions of Reding
Found b Mich i an IRT Researchers

In the previogs section the reading models of S.J. Samuels and K.

Goodman were compared. The two models are exemplars of bottom-up and
0111.

top-down information processing. models. In this section, two kinds of

teachers' conceptions of reading` instruction found by Michigan Institute

for Research on Teaching researchers will be described-and *pared to

the Samuels and Goodman models, Both of -these sources were used in

defining the Bottom -up and Topidown .Conceptual Frameworks ofrReading.'

The Conceptions of Reading Project'at the Michigan Institut for

Research or: Teaching is investigating teacher conceptions of reeding
I

.

.

instruction as they influence instructional practice.' ThroUgh

search of the reading methods literature, the IRT researchers-f und sup-

port for theexistence of the. following five majer6inceptions of reading

'instruction: basal text, linear skills, (such as -.141itonsim.desi- gn),

natural/language .(inCluding both psycholinguistics and language eXperience),
'

interest based- (utilizing pupil selectiorLof trade boas); and integrated

curriculum models. (Belli, Blom, & -Reiser, 1977)

Analysis -of teachers' responses to the ProPosttional Inventory (a Okert
i

scale), to a modified version of,the'Rep test, as well as conclusions.drawn

iniettinOgraphic field studies indicated teachers generally do not hold one of

these conceptions of reading instruction. Rather, teachers tended 6 respond

-

.

in two more general categories -- 7-icategories the IRT researchers labeled,

12.

"content centered and "pupil centered." "Content centered" encompasses

basal text and linearskilli conceptions. '1.401 centeredu conceptionS .

encompasses natural languale, interest and integrated curriculum models.

'
(Bawden, Burke, and :Duffy, 1979)
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The "content ,centered" conceptions basal text d linear skills con=

ceptions),emphasize the importance of teaching/word recognition, discrete

skills and the integrationof these skills when reading. Thus, they seem

,

to. bethempdels of conceptions pfreading instruction- most likely to be

_held by-teachers with 'bottom-up model` sof reading . In other words,
0

teachers who believe students need to be'-_ble,to protess lower order

. linguistic cues in order to process higher order linguistic cues -hold

basal text and linear skills conceptions_of reading instruction,

On the other hand, the Opil centered" conceptions emphasize involving

students'in meaningful reading experiences. The goal of teachers holding a

natural language ,model is to involve students in meaningful activiti=es in'

which students speak, listen, read and write. 'Teathert 'holding integrated

curritulum. models have as a goal to-teach important subjettmatter.or curri-

.-,tulum -and-give -students insights into the reading'process needed in order for

.

the students to. learn this subject matter -- content. "Teachers'Teachers holding interest

.based conCeptions see importance in students thosinT.theirown.reading-,-

material and iffttudents.enjoying the material they read..

These models, natural ling6age, integrated curriculum, and. int based
44

models, seem' to.be the models or conceptions of. reading instruction most

likely' to be held by teachers with'topdown models of reading; 1,e. teachers

. .

who believe students can use meaning' curt() determine Words'and that

reading for meaning should be main focus of alTreaaing" instructional

situations.

FigUre 2 summarizes .theielationshi0 between the conceptions of 'reading
j,

,acOuisition process (bottom -up and top -down) and the Michigan IRT conceptions

oereading instruction' ('content centeree and pupil centered")}



Figure

The_Relationshiq_Between the
on2ptions of Readino Acquisition Process and

Conteptions of the
Reading Acquisition Process

teachers who hold a
bottom-up model of
reading acquisition

teachers who hold a
top-down models of
reading acquisition

are-1-11(0y

to hold

are likely
to hold:

Michigan IRT Conceptions of
Reading InstructiOn

"content centered" models
of-reading instruction:

- biSil text

- linear skills

"pupil centered" mode s,of
reading instruction:

natural language.
,--integrated curriculum
- interest based

14..
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Definitions of the Bottom -u. and down

ComagUil_Fromeworks of Reading Acquisition

. In this section, drawing from the reading models doilsed by Samuels
and GoodMan and the Michigan IRTzonceptionsof reading,research, the
Bottom-Up and Top-down Conceptual Frameworks of Reading will be defined.

Theterm"model of reading" has been .used in this study to refer to.

models of reading found in the literature. The term . "conceptual framework -

of-reading:a:A.1W be used to refer-to implicit theories of reading acquisi-

tion held by teachers.

In this study, a Bottom-up Conceptual Framework of Reading is defined as

one in which the student, first processes. lower. order units' (letter, lette-

.clusters;-words).before heis'able to process. higher order structures

'(sentences, paragraphs, selection). Teachers who WA- BOttomup -ConceptUai\
Frameworks'of Reading believe that students learning to read must process

.

lower order units before they are able to process higher order structures.

In other wordi, tbese teachers'believe students must recognize each word

in a selection to-te able to comprehend-the Selection. Based on this belief,

these teachers= v i ew reading acquisition as''Masteringendintogreting a series
,

of word recognition or decoding skills. Sounds, letters; lettel'clusters

and words. are the.units Of language emphasized AnstrOotionaily. Beceuse

recognizing, each Word is believed. to bean ',essenti al Pre-requistte to.,being

,

abletd.comprehend the passage,-accuracy in recognizing words. seen, as

important, Teachers holding a Bottom-up Conceptual-Framework may
, .

thepractice. of correcting:bral'reading errors.'.:Or they may espouse practices

similar "-to those. advocated by Samuels who Stresses that correcting oral

reading errors disrupts fluency, They May Use other ways to get students to_ be

accurate
%0
in word recognition. A teacher:.hcildingthis Conceptual Framework may

. .

wantstudents to read a passage over and Over or to read orally -into 1 t4A

redorder. to develop accurate word recognition.

I
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. In terms of reading evaluation, teachers who hold a Bottom-up Conceptual

Framewori(of Reading think that students need to be tested on discrete

skills as well as the integratidn of these skills when reading.

The distdnctive aspect of the TopAgown Conceptual Framework of

Reading for this study is that in a Top-down Conceptual Framwork%the higher

levels of processing (sentences paragraphs', selection) influence lower levels

of processing (letters, letter clusters, words). A teacher who hoes a Top-

down Conceptual framework beleives that a student learning to read uses

syntactic .and semantic cues (higher".order cues) to determine words or letters. ,

Based-on this belief, reading for meaning is consideredan essential component.

of all reading instructional, situations.

In this view,tne majority. of readipgilang

1

uagp arts instructional time should involve students in meaningful activities

in which they read, write, speak'and listen. Teachers holding a Top-down

Conceptual-Framework'may'have as-their 'Main goal to teach important*s6bject

matter orpurriculum.: -Those'teachers would give students insightsTinto the

reading.process needed in order forthe students,to learn this subject *

-matter content. Cr the teacher holding a -Top -down Conceptt.;af. Framework of

!Reading may emphatize the'iMportanceof.students chosing their own reading

.

material- and 'of students ehjoylng the material. they read

5entences,paragraphS, and selectiens are the,Pnits of 14pguage.empha-
,

_sized instructionally. 5inceTecoghiiing each word is not considered an

essential prereqUisite to comprehending the passage, wo errors' during

oral reading may not be corrected; eacherS holding,a.T-- down Conceptual

Framework may advocate, non-interference duringoral reading as_Ooodman does

or they may encourage-a-stUdent to use the context or meanng 'ofthe passage

determine .uhrecognized words. For example, the child may be taught a
r '
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strategy to use on his own when he meets an unknown word. For example, the

teachermayhel-pthe child in answering the question "What do you do when

you come to a word you don't know?" The th id-learns to read tX rest of the

,sentence and then comes backto see what.word,"makes sense, sounds right,-.

and his those letters." Concerning reading evaluation, teachers holding

a Topdown Conceptual Framework of Reading Acquisition' wou44 test a student

on how he/she read a specific text. They would determine in some manner

the amount.of information .the student obtained thrbugh reading the specific

text. Alio, teachers holding 'a Top-down Conceptuallramework-of Reading

may use some form of miscue analysis, i.e. analyze errors to determine the

extent to which -students,use- context'clues and/or phonic clues.

Overall Plan of the Study

PROCEDURES

In Phge l'of the study, sixty-five first, second, and third grade.

, teachers were given the Theoretical Orientation to Reading,(DeFord, 1978Y,

a forced 6holce Likert scale with response concerning beliefs about.

the of specific reading instructional:pratticei These reading

instructional practice's emphasize differing units of language ('aunds ,

etters, words, sentences, selections) The purpose of this phase was to

screen teachers regarding their belief systems of implicit thpories.of

reading-and reading instruction as emphasizing instructionally units of

language .alang a continuurm,from-lOWer order linguistic units- (letters,

letter :clusters', words to higher order linguistic units sentences,

paragraphs, .selections)',
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Phase 2 of he study twenty primary teachers were interviewed.

These twenty teachers had.responded to the Theoretical Orientation to

Reading Profile in a manner which indicated their belief systems toward

reading represented different instructional emphaseS along a'continuum of

lower order.linguistic units-to higher order linguistic units. The teacher

interview was designed--to determine the extent that Bottom-up and Top-down.

ConCeptual Frameworks of Reading,were implicit construct SyStemSLheld by

teachers.

Ph4s -1 procedures

Subjects

Sixty,-six, first, second, and third grade teachers from northeasteill
Ohio were -given the Theoretical Orientation to Reading Profile-(TORP
(DeFord, 1978) , a force;choice Likert The items on tlie.TORP
were designed:to reflect belief systems of:reading instruction organized
around a continUunffrom:vemphasis on units of language smaller than
words-to an emphasftzfirunits of 1 angu4ge-larger then words.

procedure

Thehteacheri wereasked to respond to-the TORPin the manner prescribed
-by DeFord (1978)4 .t.e,-thehteachers-were-asked--to-cfrcle,the'Tesponse (SA..

4:,0),,that.indicated-th'eir-feelings about each 'of the 284tems -Contern-
-ing :reading,inttructio01 practices. ',These.reading-InstruCtiblial practices
emphati;e differing unfts:Oflaliguage.'(SoundS,. letters., words;sentences,'--
selection§)., The teachers Were askedlit6:force:tteMselvesto make a,decision.
on items whiCkthey fotind difficult to answer.

Subjects..

Phase ProCedures

TwentY,Of the sixty-six teachers who took the .TORP in Phase 1, were
interviewed. The TORP !.cores of these twenty teachers reflected the whole
range of the distribUtion,in thePhasej,anaTysisVi',,e. these twenty
,teachers had relponded"to the TheOretfcal Orientation to Reading Profile
In a manner which indicated their belief systems toward reading represented



different instructional emphases along a continuum of lower Order linguis-
tic units (letters, sounds, words) to higher order linguistic units sen-
tences,\paragraphs, selections):

Zlevelopmen of:the Conceptual Framework of
Reading Interview

Bussis Chittdmden, acrd Amarel (1976) in. Beyond Surface Curriculum

describe an interview study of teachers' understandings of open educktion.
, .

.open

., .

They found that questions phrased-at alpighlevel of generalizzelon Wiled
\ 0

to elicit slogaOs:and generalities unrealing of the teachers' own thoughts

-andperceptions. They stated that the type-of question that more readily
4

brought out e'rsonal constructs was, one posed with concrete referenCe,to-
,

classroom materials, tq classroeopracticeS, or toelassroom behaviors;:

They report that the teachers. could develop and commdAcate their bstract

and theoretical ideas when responding.to°questionl that makereference to

theongoing life of the classroom.

With this criteria in mind, interiew questIons were devised

Bottom-up and Top-down Conceptual Frameworks; ofileading15&-defihed

19,

viousbi.Orovicied a framework for constructing. the ierview .queStiOns The

interview questions' were-designed.tee)icThbeliefslabout the main sequence

ef,processind!of linguistic units duringthe!learning to read process,

the allocation'ef'timerto-different activities during readihOlanguaje arts

-,11ttruCtioni.theimportahce placed on decedinOerint.and on comprehension,

anCevaluation of reading ability, (See Appenlix_AJor the Conceptual
.

Framework of Reading Interview.) The interviewouestions were devised over..

a periodef six:months-in which the investigator interviewed approximately

twenty teachers.
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Conductfh the Conce ual Framework
Reading= nterviews

Thi Condeptual.Framework of Reading Inter"Views were'audiptaped and

later a1yzed, mostof the' interviews,Vere conducted in the interyieweei',

4

classrooms-after school. hours. Several of the interviews took place. in

the home of the interviewees,

ationale for Method of Anal
tual Framework of Readin

sis of

nterviewConce

The investigator patterned the method of arfalysisof the interview

response's afterhe method used by the-Level of Use InterviertLoucks,

Newloe and Hall , 1975 Ideveleped niVersity of Texas Research and

Development Center, The Conce tual Framework InOrview (as well as the

Level of Use Interview) was developed in such a wy, that,questions were

asked about;variousAndependent yetHrelatedteaching pehaitiorS and.. the

n

ratid'n&W far these teaching behaviors. A 0onCeOtual FraMework,of Reading

Strong Bottom-up, Moderate Bottom 7up-,:Moderate Top-down, or wig-Top-
.

dawnr was established using ratings-on these inde ende t teachin behavio s.

MacCoby_andritidcCoby 1950- point out that if a number of questions

askulthat,diffet in form an content but are related in a predicted

meaningful or logical fashion (as they are through the operational defini-

tions of the Conceptual Frameworks of Reading), then.a high correlation

between these questions Indicate that they iap=,a, common characteric of the

individual's belief system,. It has been found that an individual's responses

to the interview.questions are highly correla d For example, if teacher

Says.she/he feels the major amount of instructional time should be spent on

learning- sound-letter as:Sociations andblending these sounds into words, she/

he is likely also to say that of three readers,Reader C is th best reader
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\

\

cause the error the reader made was graphically, similar to the printed

rd. Each of thesels a bottom-up respensef .each is a re*Ase. to'a

question asking bout an independent behavior. hereore,:when such.

correspondences are present, it can be assumed with a-high degree of cer-
.

AaintY that.the,interNiew responses. measurewhat they purport to measure,

the Conceptual Framework of Readtrig held by the teacher.-

-view

Guidelines forrating theme interview responSes to each of-the ten

inter view questi.onS were deVised iv. the investigator. These guidelines,
.44 Alw .

,were not deterbined'apribri to' interviews. ,Rather they were devised
,

by comparing the teachers' actual interview-response, to the, operational

\,.

definitions. of Bottom-up and To-down-Conceptual Frameworks of Reading.
, , 4

Two_reading educaLi tors who had conducted resear
'

h on conceptions of
...

.

N .

readin9 were mailed theseiGutdeltnes,
I

RatingRati the Conceptual Framework
,V

terview and efinitions- of the Bottom-up-and. TOp -dOwn Conceptual

Framewoiks. of Readi4ig, The gyidelineslwere changed as a result of feed-

back givenby these educatorp...The final form oftheGuidelines for Ratin

the Conceptual Framework of Reading Interview is-in Appendix B.

Two An 1 si_SSstuice tual.Fr-mewInterview
The iwterviews were rated in two ways t!

-1) on the teacher's letpriptionsof'behaviors and the...
rationales for those behaviors given, and

onthe'assomptions about reading ac uisit on'men ioned in
the interview by the teacher.
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In the analysis of-descriptions of behavior giVen, the-raters used

the,Guidelines for Rating the Condeptuel- Framework of Reading IntervieW to

Tate each of the twenty teachers' responses to each of the ten questions

as a.bottom-up response BU), a top-down response(TD), a non - reading-

rationale response,(NRR not-enough-information.given _esponse(NI).

Responses were rated as a bottom-up responses if they were consistent with

the operational definitions' -of the Bottom-up Conceptual .Fiemework of Reading,

e.g. "Ily.major instructional goal is 'to'increase students ability to blend

sounds into words." Responses were'rated as top-down if they were con

sistent with the operational definitions of the Top-down Conceptual Frame-

work of Reading). e:g: "My major instructional goal to-increase dents

a lity.to read independently by encouraging students-to readlibrary books

or books easy enough for them to- read indepenntly." Responses

'rated asHnon-reading rationale responses when the teacher gave a rationa e

Jor behavior which was not,related to beliefs aboutriading acquisition

don't correct a-child while he is reading orally because it is too

frustrating for the 0 ld if I do so.")Responsts were rated as,not-enough -

information {NI) when therPacher gave a response which, did not give enough

information fOr the response to be rated as bottom-up or top -dowry e.g.

"I tell the studentto figure out the word." such a response needs to be:

probed during tbeinterview for "How should the student figure t out ?II

-,1The rate's assigned each interviewee one-of the following Overall

Conceptual.Frameworks:" Strong BOttom-up, Moderate.Battom-up; Moderate

Top-down Strong Top - down,. The following system was used':

teacher gave exclusively
bottbm.up responses (BU)
non - reading rationale responses (NRR)

, not - enough - information .responses (NI)

-

rating

Strong Bottom-up



teacher gave exclusively,

- top-down responses (TO)
nonreading rationale responses (NRR)

- not-enough-information responses (NI)

a teacher gave mpstly bottom -up
response (BU) -

but gave some

top-downtresponses'

- non-reading-ration-ale responses .(NRR).
not -enough- information responses (NI)

If a teacher gave
responset (TD_
but gave some

- bottom-up responses (5U)
. non-reading rationale retponses. (NRR).

- not-enough-information.respoptes (NI)

qtly top-down

Strong Top -down-

Moderate Bottom-up

Moderate Top-down

In the second analysis system, teachers'interviewiresponses were 31 o
rated on whether or not they mentioned three-bottom-up and--three top:down

:beliefs abputithe learning,,to read p.rdcess at any point in:the interview.
This rating.system was used to determine-the extent each teaChersaWfconnec-
tions between.her/his classroom behavior, and basic assumptions,or beliefs
about the-. learn4Og to read prOcess.,

The basic beliefs or assumptions were the follo.ing:
..,

Mentioned the use of word and sound.,
letter cues exclusively: when asked
in different ways what a student
should do when he/she comes to an 1
unknown word,

Mentioned the importante.of recog-
niling :.the-Words or being able
to sound out the words. iva.selec-
tion to beable to read a selection.

Top-down,

Mentioned that students
can use meaning and
grammati cues: to-deter-
mine 'unkhown words.

Mentioned hat a student
can understand a selection
.Without being able to recog
nize-every word in that
selection.



BO- om-up Top-down

Mentioned thevidda that students
learn to read by learning decoding
skills.

Mentioned that students
learn to read by reading.

Inter -rater reliability estimates were established an_the two

analysis systems.

ANA PSIS

Lhase Analysis

Research Question I; What is the distribution of. scores of the primary
-teachers that respopdeso. the-decontaxtualized items of- the-Theoretical
Orientation to Reading-Profile along a continuum emphasizing instructionally
TaTiiT7order linguistic unit to higher order linguistic units?

SixtySix first, second; and third grade teachers fromLtwo school systems

in northeast Ohio were given the Theoretical Orientation to Rdading Profile

,-,(TORP). The items on-the,TOP were -designed to reflect belief systems:

about instruction organized around a continuum from an,emphasis on units of

Tanguagesmallem.tKan w rds to 'an emphasis on unitsoflanguage larger than

'words. Each teacher-$electedone of five responses ranging from ."strongly

agree"-W 't4 "strongly dis'agree° (5) indtcating.their,feelings to 28

statements about reading and reading instruction. The numeric,jyalue -he

responses was used in the statistical analysis.

In, the analys.is using the TORP responses, a total score system devised'

by DeFord was used. This system has a total score range of 28 to 140. If_

a teacher responded,to all 28 items 'in an extreme manner emphasizing lower

`-order,linguistic units iiStruCtionally:heishe would receive'-one point for

each response or-4 total of 28 points. Likewise- if a teacher responded to

all 28 -items in an extreme manner emphasizing higher order TingUistic units
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he/she would receive 5 points for each response, or a total of 140 points.

The total scores on the Theoretical Orientation. to Readino.13 41file of

the-sixty -six teachers were determined. The scores ranged from .a low of

52 to a highof 115. The mean of the distribution was 73.47, the medin was

7L50, and the standard deviation was 11.15. The scores did not-cluster

two groups (as did the teachers-in DeFord's study) but were distributed

in-a curve similar to the normal curve. The majority of scores in the'

distribution of the, present study cluster around the mean (73.47) and median

72.50), with-approximatelY equal number of scores one standard deviation

above and below the mean,

Phase 2 Analysis

-Research Question :2: TO what extent the Bottom-up and Top -down Conceptual
yramewoksof Reading construct.systems h6ld by teachers?

In PhateF:of the study the investigator gave the Conceptual Frame-6

work ofReading Interview to twenty teachers ..The Conceptual Framework of-
,

Reading Interview was designed to elicit beiiefs about the learning to

read process. Ope*Ati nally, the- investigator asked the following question:

Does the Conceptual Framework of Reading.Interview elicit constructs
of the learning to read process held by teachers?

To answer this question three areas were considered:

A. Identifying teachers as holding specific Conceptual
Frameworks of Reading;

B. The extent the Conceptual Framework of Reading Interview
elicits beliefs about the learning to. process;

Some significant issues raised by teachers. during the
Conceptual FraMework of Reading InterView.
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Identifying_ Teachers_ As Holding Specific
Conceptual

In identifying teachers as holding specific Conceptual Frameworks

of Reading, first. will be Oesented the enalySis of the responses to ten
\

questions asking for descriptfons of `behavior and rationales for these

behaviors given during the Conceptual Framework of Reading Interviews.

Second, theysiS of the assumptions about the learning' to read process

mentioned-at any point in the interviews will be discussed. Third, the

relationship between the descriptions of behavior and assumptions mentioned

About the learning to-read process will be presented. Finally, inter-rater

reliability "estimates of the two analysis systems will 1* given.

By analyzing responses-td-ten questions, each of the twenty teathers,

interviewed could be identified as holdingeither a Strong Bottom-up
v4,- .

Moderate. Bottom -up, Moderate Top-down, or a Stiiong Top-down Conceptual

Framework of_Readinga jach of these ten questions asked for descriptions of

teaching behavior and rationales for these:behaviors. The teacher Were

operationally-defined as holding these. Conceptual Frameworks using criteria

- on page' of this paper.

The table below shows the number and percentage. of teachers rated as

hglding Strong Bottom-up, Moderate Bottom.41p, Moderate Top-down, and Strong.

Top -down Conceptual Frameworks of Reading

number

Strong Bottom -up

Moderate-Bottom-.up 5

Moderate Top-down 7

Strong ToP-down

percentage

20%

-25%

35%'

20%



Table 1 shows-the number of interview responses -rated by the nventi-

gator as botfom,up -top-down, non-reading rationale and not enough informa-

tion7givenfor;each 011ie twenty teachersinterviewed.

, -

The investigator looked critically at the interviews of twenty

individual teachers: concerning:
JP

1, the extent the construct systems of 'the. learning to read process
were-internally consistent, and

the extent and how their construct systems of the learning to
read prbcess differed from the.ex reme'or strong forms of the
Conceptual Frameworks of Reading.

Seven teachers or 35% of the teachers rated as Strong Bottom-up and

Strpng Top-down obviously gOe responses which wereinternally:consistent

'and-conceptually related to' either the Bottomiip or:the TO-down Conceptual.

27.

FrameWork of Reading. These- teacher gave hoinconsistentresponses: all

of their responses which dealt with their ideas about reading were either

rated as bottom-up or all were rated as top-down. (An inconsistent.response

for-a basically bottom-up teacher is a top -down response; an inconsistent

response. for a basically top-down teacher is a bottom-up, response.) The

belief systems of these 'teachers were .essentially those defined.as Bottom -up

and Top-down Conceptual Framework of Reading as defined prewhxs'iy.

Teachers rated aS'holding Moderate Bottom-up and'Moderate Top-down.

Conceptual Frameworks of Reading gave responses rated as both bottoth-up and

top-down. By analyzing the responses of the teachers rated as holding

Moderate Bottom-up and Moderate Top-down Conceptual Frameworks of Reading,'

the investigator found some patterns of-beliefs held by moderate bottom-up

teachers and by moderate top-down teachers. In the next sections moderate

bottom -up and moderate op-down positions will be described drawing from

interview responses.



A Table 1

Number of Each Type of Response Given
In the Interview by:Each Teacher

teacher no.

28.

bottom-up top-down non-reading not-enough-respm5ses responses rationale information-
responses given response



The- Moderate bottom-up Positions.

Teacher A (no 7)liated as holding a Moderate Bottom-up Conceptual

FraMework of Reading gave a majority of bottom-up responses. ,For example,

she believes students need to be,tested on their knowledge of consonant

soUnds, vowel sounds, and if they have a sight vocabulary. However, the

following responses which she gave were rated as top-down!

her ranking 'of, Reaction to Silent Reading as the most.-
important part of the Directed Reading Procedure, and

her description43f what a student should do when he/she
comes to an unknown word during-USSR. (Sustained Silent
Reading).

As she discussed her" reading instructional practiceS,-Teather A

29.

emphasized letter and word level cues most aid generally mentioned them

-ofirst.when responding to the interview questions. But this teacher does -place

importance.onStudents focuSina on higher levels of language (sentences,'

selections) and comprehending. what they Tead. Her response to the guestion

concerning what a student-should do during USSR when. he /she comes-to an

unknOWn-word teemsto typify her position:

(Students should) sound it out. They know their vowel sounds-77ff
they don "t know which pattern they can try both long and short. If

that doesn't help, they can read the whole sentence and see if they
can guess the meaning of the sentence. If that doesn't help,. they can
look at the picture. If that: _doesn't help they can skip the sentence
and read the next.

Notice1his teacher emphasizes letter and word-level cues first and

discusses-them fairly extensively in this response, But the thinks' that if

this approach doesn't work the student should try to use higher order. cues

(sentence and selection cues

Teacher. B ,(no.4) construct systems of -he learning to read process also

exemplifies a.mpfierate bottomTup 'position. All of her responses concerning

the learning to read process were rated as bottom-up, except. that she gave

top -down responses to two questions concerningi
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the most important reading instructional activity, and

her rating of the best reader when shown their-Oral reading
errors

She stated that the most important instructiona activity was "to read

by themselves, to read to learn new information." ,'However, it was clear

from responses in other portions. of the interview, that in order for students

to be able to "read by themselves and to read to learn", the students "must

have skills to learn to read". This teacher defined skills as knowil*

sound-letter associations and blending-these sounds into words.

This teacher, theni-tooka'besicallY bottomup position (a student

learns to read by learning word attack skills), but she thought that once

students had the skills needed she saw importaneein activities involving.

reading-for meaning. The construct system of Teacher B as well as that of

Teacher A described in this sectio exemplify' a. moderate bottom-Op posi

The Moderate_ Top -down position

..

Teacher C'(no.14) generally took a-t0-down ion. She stressed in

more -than one responses theimbortance of getting her students tv enjoy

reading, to read independently and to comprehend what they read. When a

Student makes an Oral reading error she does not interfere immediatelyl.bUt

waits until after the student has completed a portion of the text and asks

if the part of the text with the error makes sense to'ithe student. Further, -

when a student comes to an unknown word during Sustained Silent Reading she

hopes that-the- student uses the sense of the story,:as.well 'as letter -sound

cues. These allare top,down responses.

On the other hand, teacher C places much instructional emphasis on words.

She emphastzed. the tmportance of tntroducing- vocabulary before students read,a

selectton. She even mentioned the -ttom4Up assumption) "IfH-tudents dnnit



know the words, they -can't read the story. In sum-, Teacher C generally

takes a top-down position in emphasizing reading for meaning, but she also.

seesimportance in her students recognizing words.

Teacher D.(no.9 ) takes a similar Moderate top-down position, He.calls

toMprehention "the blood and.guts of reading." Though the majority of his

responses are rated as top-down he too places importance on introducing

vocabulary .words. He adds that working "on vocabulary words. He adds that

working on vocabulary does not only include word recognition but also

knowing the meaning of the words. Also, he wants students tO figure out

new vocabulary words from context.

Another moderate top-down positicin is typified by Teacher -(no. 40),

The majority Of her responses are rated top-down: the-stresses the impoN

tance of reading for meaning in instructional: situations in,most of her

responses.- If &student makes an oral reading error she would give him/her

the word if it changed the-meaning of the sentence. HoWever, she would

often have a student "sound the word out" after reading,. and if a student

didn't know a word she would help him/hermsound it:out." These are both

bottom-up responses.

Several of the _Moderate Top-down teachers toMP a similar position: they

'would focus a ttudents'attentiononly.on errors that distort the meaning,

but these teachers do not encourage the. students'tb use meaningcOes to

determine unknown words. Rather, they foCus the students' attention on

letter - sound cues to determine unrecognized words.-

these two sections moderate. bottom-up and, moderate top-down positions

or patterns of beliefs found in the interview data were described,. These

patterns of
1

belies of the learning to. read process held by the four groups

of teachers can be arranged on a continuum from strong bottom-up beliefs to

moderate
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bottom-up beliefs to moderate bottom,up beliefs to moderate top-down

beliefs to strong bottom-up beliefs. Figure .3 summarizes the positions of

teachers rated as holding Strong Bottom-up, Moderate Bottom-up, Moderate

Top-down,- and Strong Top-doWn Conceptual Frameworks of Reading on such a

continuum.

Not all 'Of the construct systems of the teachers rated as holding

-Moderate Bottom-up, and Moderate-Top-down/could be clearly described as

being internally consistent and as relating to the Bottom -up andaTop-

doWn_Conceptual Frameworks as the examples given in the previous sections.

However, no teacher made statements which contradicted or herself,

i.e. no teacher seemed to have conflicting belie s Rather when teachers

gave both' bottom-up and top,,down respanses it seemed kif-these,teachers

had not seen connections between the issues involved. An example of-this

was given in- Teacher E's beliefs. She generally emphasized

reading for meaning and she only was concerned about oral reading errors

which distorted:themeaningof the passage, But she did not extend the

logic one 'step further to-encourage students to use meaning cues to-determine

-unrecognized words, Rather the encouraged students to usetounckletter cues

exdlusively in meeting unrecognized words.

Assumptions About the Learning
ToRead Process

in the previous sections, the analysts of the responses to ten questions

asking for descriptions of behaviors and rationales for these behaviors given

during the Conceptual Framewor of.Reading Interviews was preSented. A

second analysts system era, also conducted the assumpttons mentioned about the

learntng toread.prote ere noted. The results of thts second analysis
IP

be discussed to thts'sect on,

."'



The assumptions about the learning to read process mentioned In the
r7

interviews were noted to determine the connections teachers perceived

between-instructional practices advocated and assumptions made about the

learning to-read process'.

The teachers varied in the e

-assumptions about the learning to

bottom -up assumptions

mentioned the use Of word,and
sound-letter cues exclutively,
when asked-in different ways
what a student should do when
he/she conies -to an unknown word.

mentioned the importance of
recognizing words of being-
able- to ,sound out-each word

in a selection to be able to
-read the selection,

c. mentioned that a stude6t learns
to read by learning decoding
skills

to which they mentioned tie- f=ollowing

d process:

top-down assumptions

d. mentioned that a student can
use meantn6 and Twarmatic
cues to determine unknown words.

e. mentioned that studentcah
understand,a selection with-
out being able -to-rcagnize
every word in thatuselectio

f. mentioned that a student .\
learns to read by reading.,

These assumptionS' may have been mentioned at any point in the interview,

and were not responses to specific questions. The number Qf these assumption's

men ned by individual-teaohert ranged from 0 to -3. Table-2 gives the

number of bottom-up and topdown assumptions mentioned during the interview

by each of the twenty teachers.

Table 3 gives the number of times each of these assumption's was men-

tioned by individual teachers grouped

teachers.

wha

The tntervtertwas set up fn such a
, A

cues a student should use when he/

n the four different kinds of

ay that each teachers belief about

_e comes o an unknOWn word was



Table 2

Number of Bottom -up and Top -dosirn Asquoiptichs
Mentioned during the Interview by Each reacher

teacher no.

35.

number of ?t Loin -up number- of. top ,-dorm
aszumptions mentioned assumptions meptioned



assumptions

Table 3

Number of Tines Each Assumption was Mentioned
By the Four Kinds of Teachers

Strong`
Bottom-up

number of times mentioned

Moderate
,Botto -Up

Moderate Strong
Top-down Top-down

35b

total



elicited in different ways. Several of the Conceptual Framework

Reading Interview questions inquired about instructional practices

relating to this. Thus, all of the teachers interviewed either mentioned

assumptions A. "Students should use word and sound-letter cues exclusively.

when he/she-comes to an unkHown word" or assumption D. " A student can use

meaning and grammatic cues to determine unknown words."

As would be expected, then, assumptions A and D were the most mentioned

assumptions. AssumptionD was mentioned by, 12 teachers and assumption A was

mentioned by B teachers. The next m o t mentioned assumption was assumption

B. "A student must be able to recognize each word or be able to sound' out each

word in a selection to be able to read the selection". This assumption.was

mentioned by 7 teachers-.

The Relationship 'Between Descriptions of
Behavior and Assumption _Mentioned

In the previous sections, the investigator presented the analysis of =the

responses to ten questions 'asking i=dr descripttons of behaviors and rationales

, ---
for these behaviors-given during the Conceptual Framework of Reading Inter-_

views. Second, the Analysisof the assumptions aboui the learning to read

process mentioned in the interviews was discussed. In this section the

relationship between the descriptions of behaviors and assumptions mentioned

-about the learning_ to read'process will be analyzed,

Each of twenty teachers interviewed were operationally identified as
J

holding,Stro g Bottom up, Moderate Bottom-up, Modeiate'Top-down,and Strong

p-down-Conceptual Frameworks of Reading through analysis of responses to

ten questions concerning descriptions of behaviors and the rationales for

these behaviors given. Through the assumptions about the



learning to'read process mentioned at any point during the interview were

tabulated. Teachers identified as holding a Strong Bottom-up Conceptual

Framework. of Reading (identified through. analysis. of descriptions of

behaviors }'mentioned only bottom-up assumR1 ions. Likewise, teachers

holding, Strong Topdown-Conceptual Frameworks of eading (identified
.

6rough analysis of descriptions of behavlor),mentioned oatop-dbwn

a'sumptions. Strong Top-dOwn.teachers'mentioned'sli-htly more top -down.

assumptions than Strong Bottom-up teachers mentioned bottom-up assumptions.

,Moderate Bottom-up and Moderate Top -=down teachers mentioned both kinds,

of assumptions during the interviews.. As groups -, Moderate Bottom-up teachers

mentioned more-Bottom-up assumptionS and Moderate :Top-down teachers Ment.oned

more top -down assumptions: As individuals the Moderate Bottom -up teachers

more bottom-up assumptions than they did ,topmentioned the same number,o

down assumptions. As individuals all the Moderate Top -down, teachers men-

-tioned the. same number or more top-down.assumptions- than they did bottom-up

assumptionsiexcept for one teacher.. This teacher, (no. 2B), rated as holding

a Moderate Top-down Conceptual Framework ofReading through analysis of her

responses to the ten questions, mentioned two bottom-up assumptions and no

top -down, assumptions.

Inter-rater Reliability

Inter-rater reliability estimates of .95 and .73 were established for

the two analysis systems the overall ratings of,Strong Bottom-up,

Moderate Bottomvup, Moderate Top-down, and Strong Top-down Conceptual.Frame-

works, And12):the mention of beliefs or assumptions about the learning to

read process, respectively,



extent -Teachers-Respond with Beliefs 'About the

rni

_

o Read --esa in the interviews

A second area 0 be examined in determining if. the Conceptual

ork of Reading Interview elicits constructs.of the learning to.

read *process will be addressed in this section: the investigator considered

the extent to which teachers, responded with beliefs about the learner to

read proCess'in the interview.

In doing this,. the extent tea ers ve responses in the interview. which
1

did, not reflect their teliefs about reading acquisition ewers analyzed. The

'responses to the interview questionswere ratedas-1) reflecting the teachers

beliefs about reading acAuisition (either a bottom-up response or a. top -down

response), 2) a response which did not reflect beliefs about reading acquisi-

tion (non-reading-rationale-response) or 3) a'response in which not enough

information was given to e able to rate thej,esponse as bottom-up or top-

dqwn (not-enough information response.) A response was rated-as a not

enough-information response' when the interviewer could have probed for more

.information for the response to be rated as a response reflecting a belief

about reading acquisition (either bottom-up or top own)...

A response was rated as a non - reading - rationale response when the

teacher gave a rationale for reading instructienalbehavior whiChiums net

related to beliefs shout reading acquisition. For example, one teacher

said "I don't correct a child while he is reading because it too

frustrating for the child ICI do so." This teaCher does not correct rier
Q,

students' oral reading errors.. She follows this practice, not because of

-beliefs about reading acquisition, but rather because of beliefi about

frustrating students.

Only 13-or 7% of the total'responses to the interview questions were
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et

rated as not reflecting beliefs about reading acquisition. (The total

responses here refer to the total possible responses, 200, minus the

number of responses rated:as not - enough - information -given responses.)

Thus, 93% of the responset given. An the Conceptual Frameworks -of Reading
. .

Interviews by these twenty teachers Aid reflect their beliefs About the

learning to read process.

Teachers' Discussion of Signi.icant Isues.of the
Learning..to Read Process in the Interviews

4

-The third area to be exam nedin determining if the Conceptual
Framework.of Reading, Interview elicits constructs of the learning to
-read process will be addressed in this section: the investigator deter-
mine&s,ignificant issues which were discussed by teachers. during the.-
ihteryiew..

Drawing from actual interview responses, the following issues discussed

by teachers in the Conceptual Framework of Reading

sented:

1

Interviews will be pre-

Issue 1 Some of tie teachers interviewed made statements
which indicated they were aware of the two positions
on the learning to read process (named bottom-up and
top-down by the investigator) and took a stand in
favor of one of them.

Issue-2: SoMe.of.the teachers interviewed made statements
which indicated they held a-bottom-pp position

.(Students.learn-to read by learning decoding skills)
for younger and list able readers but that they
held%a top-down position.(StudentS learn to read by

.-reading meaningful material) for older and more able
readers.

. Issue 3. One teacher interviewed discussed how readirfq is an.
v-end' for instructional situations butAhat'reading.is'

iiiians to gain information ln real world situations.

C

Issue, .1

Some of the teachers 'interviewed made statements'which indidated they

were aware of the two positions of the learning to read process (labeled
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bottom-up and top -down by the investigator) and took a stand in favor of

one of the'tWopOsitions. The interview responses of. two teachers Will be

presented to illustrate this.

Teacher (no. 40) rated as holding a Moderate Top -down Conceptual='

FrameWorKof.Reading,'resPonded:

Sometimes we forget it's supposed to be readin-
to be -a disseation.

--I i 's not supposed..

In a latter portion-of the interview this.same teacher said

"Skills are necessary and so are games to reinforce these skills,
These are needed so that children. can decode.;--blit actual, reading
akes.you a better reader.

_ 'This= teacher stresses "skillsare necessary" (a -bottom-0 position) but

she takes a stand ,for a topdown position-- "actual reading makes you, a

,better reader.

Interview responses from Teacher-G. (no.4) also illustrate that she was

-awayei3Of the two positions ofthe-lerOng to read process. Teacher G4%.

atediasholding a Moderate Bottom-Up Conceptual' Framework ©f Reading

reS onded in the following manner, to
.

studentt do when they come to an.unkn *word.dur USSR(Sustained Silent,
,

Reading).

he question 'What do you hope your

.,.sound it-out 'm not too much on studentS using sentence clues and all.

uppme_the story said,. .

"The banana fell off .the table.
The-bongo fell off the table-.
The baboon fell off the table."

The sentence is the same and they say students can lbok at the beginning and
.

end of the sentence, ButRut it could be a story about`; jungle.

"The, was in the tent with a bona() and a banana."

Context just ddesn'the10. - But students can get it.cIose enough by sounding

tout,



Teacher,Gis,acknowledging that some people advocate that stuidents.

use context or meaning. cues tO determine unknown wordS top - down -- position

but-she feelS students - should use letter-Ispund-cUesto d _ermine'unknown

-ordS'(a bottom-up poSition).

In summary, some of the teacher

that they were aware of the two position of the learning to read process

responses in the interview indicated

(labeled,bottom-up and top -down by the investigator) and took a stand in,

favor of one of they two positions.

Issue 2
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Some. the teachers interviewed madirstatementS which indicated they

held a bottom -up position' (Students learn to read by learning decoding skills.

foryounger4n4 less able readers but that they held atop - down position

.

.
.

(Students-learn to read by reading meaningful:material ) for older and'..MOre.

ablerreaders. These teachers adyocatedreading-instructiOnalproCeduresfOr,-

younger and less able readers which'focused the-stiodentsi,attention on

letters, spun, and,words1 they advoca=ted reading instructional procedures.

for older and more-able readeri which focus students'- attention on sentence

and SeleCtion level tuesoron. reading, for Meaning,

For example,' Teacher H, (no.2) a first grade teacher rated as holding

a Strong Bottom-up:Conceptuel FrimeWork. of Reading, responded in this manner

when asked "What do you do Whena student mades an
,
oral reading error?"

- . .

It depends onthe student. When top- readers say "house for home"
thenj-WOldnq do anything, With' bottom - readers I would stop their
reading and say 'Let's look at. that word. It'it really house?' Then
I would have the child sound it out.

__Teacher H would not interfere in the oral reading of a more able reader

that made an orareading error which did. not disrupt the meaning of the:



sentence. However, she states that if a .less able readermade the.same oral

reading error one which. does not distort the meaning of.the sentence) she

would stop his/her reading and focus his/her attention on sound-letter cues

Teacher (no.66) is asecond example of how some t6achers advocate

.emphgsizing:lOwer order linguistic cues' (words; letter, sounds) with

younger, lessable readers and not with older more able readers. Jeacher

a secondArade teacher, rated as holding a'Maderate Top-down Conceptual

Framework of Reading said,

I

.0 . .

feel that vocabulary comes along frOM 6ontext fcir second graders)..
vStudents can pick up cabulary.in context. This iS-not so in

grade-;. In first grade, you.'need to introduce vocabulary. It's of:Titt. e.
importince'in second grade.

Jeacheri then, thinks that more able readerS can use .higher order

lingtiisticcues to determine words. .This,is,a top-down Position. But she

thinks that less able readers,need'to.be introduced to words whtch is a

bottom-up potition.

16:additiOn to adVocatinglocusing'youngerless.able readers' attention

on sounds, letters and words, same teachers adiocate,focOsing older, more

able readers' attention on higher order linguistic cues. , Responses of Teacher

J. illustrate th s Teacher J. (no.48).teaches the "Ilow group"-of f rSt graders

and was rated as holding a Strong Bottom-up Conceptual Framework of Reading.

In rank ordering the steps of the Directed'Reading Procedure in orderof,

\ '

importance, stiff ranked Setting )urposes fOr Reading and ;Reaction tuSilent

Reading as last inimportance because:

I don't-even have my students read the story Silently.
I think with older-students, the Setting Purposesand Reaction to
Silent Reading would be-more important.

In summary, responses of some of the teachers indicated_ they advocated

instructional procedures which emphasize words,-letters and sounds (bott6mup

.position) -fuyounger and less eble readers and they advocated instructional



procedures which emphaSiz:ed reading for meaning (top-down- position) older.

and more able readers.

e of the teachers interviewed, Teacher K. (no. 2. discussed a- till rd.

issue: reading is an end in:instructionalsituations,-bu_ reading is a means
.

to gain information in -"real.world" Situations.. Teacher K., third grade

teacher.rated'as holding aModerate'Top-down:Conceptual- Framework of Reading

said

Iitschool children read's° that they can learn to- read,
but we as.adults read to gainAnformation._

At another point in the interview Teacher K. responded to the questipn

"Why is setting purposes for reading important ?" in the folloWing manner:
A

We-know-what. the reason ve gOt to learn to read, but they
-still need a reason to read in school,

In sum, this teacher thinktthatin.-school students read in order to

learn to read (readfngas an end),-whtle in 'real it " si situations reading is

a means to gaining -information.,

RhaSe'2 Anal sig.

In Phase 2 Analysis the following question was addressed: "DoeS-the
.

.

Conceptual. Framework. of Reading Interview elicit constructs of the learning

toread process held byoteadhers?" First the investigator analyzed the

responses-to ten guestions.askind,for' deScrintions of behaviors:and rationales
7

for these behaviors given-during the Conceptual Frameworkabf ReadindInter-
.

views. Through analysis ofJhe-responses to these ten -- qUestionS, each of the

twenty techerS Interviewed could be identified as holding eithera Strong

6ttboli-up , Moderate Bottom-up, Moderate Top -down, or Strong Top-down Concep-

tual Framework of Reading. Teachers rated as holding Strong Bottom-up and-
.



procedures which emphasized reading for meaning

and a able readers.

ue

op-down position) for older

. One of dthe teachers interViewed Teacher K. 20) discussed a- third-
.

issue: reading, i5 an endHin.instructional situatfonsi'bUt rearding, is a means

to gain information in "real.world" situations. Teacher K., a,third glade

teacher rated as holding a. Moderate Top7dowg Conceptual. Framework of Reading'

said

. In -schoolchildrerrread Se that they can learn o read,
but we as adults read to gain information,

At another point in'the interview Teacher K. respbnded to the qUestibn'

"Why is setting purposes for reading:imOortant?" in the(f011owing manner:

We know what the reason is they* got to learn to read, but they
still need a reason to read in school.

In sua,'this teacher thinks that in sehool.students read-in order to.',

learrr to read -(reading -iS an- end), -while in..."real.life" situations, readin
. _

a means to gaining inforMation.

.Summary of Phase .2 Analysis..

0

In Phase 2 Analysis.the following question was addressed: "Does the

Conceptual Framework of Reading Interview elicit constructsof the learning
.'

to read. process held by teachers? "- First the investigator analyed the

responses to ten questions asking:for- descriptions of behaviors and, rationales

for these behaViors given during the Conceptual FrAework of Reading,Inter7-

views. ..Through- ,analysis: of the responses .to these ten questions; each Of the

twenty teachers interviewed could-be .identi.fied as holding either a Strong

Bottom-up Moderate Bottom -up Moderate Top-down, or Str=ong Top-down Concep-

tual Framework of Reading. Teachers rated as holding Strong Bottom-up and
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Strong Top -down Conceptual Frameworks of- Reading through the operational

deXpitions of these constructs gave no inconsistent responses. (An

inconsistent response for a basically bdttom-up teachers is a top-down

response; an inconsistent response for a basically-top-down teacher is a

bottom-up response.) The Moderate Top -down teachers gave slightly:more ,

inconsistent responses than-Aid Moderate Bottom-up- teachers,

In addition,-theinveStigator looked critically at the interviews of

the teachers to determine 1) the extent their construe ems of the'

learning to read process ..were internally consistent and the extent and

how their construct systems of the learning to read prOcess differed from

the extreme or strong forms of theConceptual'FrameWorkSiof Reading. The

construct systems of the-learn ng to read process held'byAeachers rated as

holding Strong Bottom-up and Strong Top-down Conceptual Framework Reading

were essentially those previously defined as Bottomk,p and Top-down Con -.
55

Ceptual Framework' of Reading: By analyzing the reSponses of the teachers

rated as Kolding Moderate Bottom- p. and Moderate Top -down. Conceptual FraMe-

works of Reading, the investigator found some patterns of belipfs"held.by
.

moderate bottom-up tears and by moderate top-down teachers.' Drawingfrom

Interview respons ven Wteachers, moderate bottom-up and moderate top-
.

down positions on the learning to read process were described These patterns

of belieft or :the construct systems of the 'learning to read process held-by

the four groups of: teachers (Strong `Bottom -up, Moderate Bottom- up,. Moderate

Top-down, Strong Top'-down) were arranged on a continuum from strong bottom-Up

beliefs moderate bottom-up beli fs to moderate top-down beliefs to strong_

top-down beliefs.

.However, it was noted that not all the construct systems of the'teachers

rated holding.ModerateBottom-up and Moderate Top-down Conceptual Frameworks

of Reading could be described as being as-internally consistent and as-relating
4



to-the Bottom-up and TOp-down Conceptual Frameworks of Reading as the

examples described. But no teacher made Statements which contradicted his

or herself, t. no teacher-seemed to have conflicting beliefs. Rather when

teachers gave both bottoM-up and top-down responses it seemed as if they

had riot seen connections among the issues involved. An example of this was

described.

Besides analyzing the teachers' responses to the ten interview questions,

the investigator also_noted'if the ,teachers mentioned certain assumptions

about the learning to read process at any point in the interview. Teachers,

identified-As holding a Strong Bottom-up _onceptual Framework of Reading

(identified through analysis of responses to ten questions concerning in-

to
strOctional behavior.r.mentioned nom. Bottom!-LipAssumptimii. Likewise,

. 1 .

teachers holding Strong Top -down Conceptual' Frameworks of Reading (identified

through analysis of descriptions d)behAvior)- mentioned 2rily top-down:

. ,

1 _

.,
,

assumptions. Moderate .Bottom-up and Moderate Top -down teachers mentioned both

kinds of-assumptions. Generally, Moderate Bottom-up' teachers mentioned more

bottom -up _assumptions and Moderate Top -down teacher mentioned more top-down

assumptions. Interrater reliability-estimates-of .95 and .73 were established'

for the two Analysis systeMs:, 1) the overall ratings of Strong Botto&up,

Moderate Bottom-up, Moderate Top -down and Strong Top -down Conceptual Frame-

workS1 and -2) the mention of beliefs or assumptions about the learning to

read process. respectively.

Further,' ninety -one per cent. of the teachers., responses in the Conceptual

FramewOrk-of Reading Interview referred to beliefs about the learning, to read

processes. Finally, teachers disCussed three significant. issues concerning

_the learning to read process and reading instruction during,the-Conceptual

Fram6ork of Readfng Interviews. .These issues were presented using responses.

given by teachers during the interviews.



LONCLUS ONS AND IMPLICATIONS

The major difference between this study And other studies'of teachers',

belief syStem toward reading arid, reading instruction. is that this study.

investigated teachers' models or- theoretical frameworks of the learning to

readprodest and the othee'Studies investigated conceptions of reading

instruction. this stpdy the yodels' of two theorists.S.'J.'Samuels and

C. Goodman, were used as standards-in comparing teachers' heliefsystems of

the learning to read process. The models.of these two theorists were chosen

because they each represent one of the two main types of information processing

models, bottom-up and top-down respectively. Drawing from th4wriings of

these. two theorists, and from investigations ,conducted by researchers at the

Michigan institute for Research on Teaching two construct- systems of the

learning to read process were defined. These were named the Bottom-up and
P

Top-down Conceptual Frameworks of. Reading after the two types'of information

processing models. The Conceptual Framework of Reading Interview was devised

to elicit specific beliefs within these construct tYstem. ThroUgh analysii

:pf teachers' responses in this interview, teachers were reliably identified as

k

,k1Olding Strong Bottom-up, Moderate Bottom-up, Moderate Top -down, and Strong

To0-do0 Conceptual:FrameWorks of Reading.

4

The analysis of the interview responses suggests that the relationship

'between the Bottom-up and Top -down Conceptual Frameworks of.Reading is a

continuum and not a didotomy .Where on this continuum a teacher's belief,'

system lies is a matter of the emphasis pladed on different level of language

'and the assumptions, bout the learning to read process made. Teadherstaking

an extreme or strong.bottom-0 'position tend to emphasize loWer order units

instructionally and to'believe that students to readlby learning decoding



leachers-holding a moderatebottom-0-poSition emphasize sounds;-

fetters and Words instructionally, ,but under seine circumstances :these,

teachers focus -the_ students' attention dn reading for meaning. Moderate.

bottom-up teachers=a lso ,believe that students learn to reed by.learning.

decdding skillS.- On the other hand, teachers holding both- a loderateHand

strong top-doWn po'fsition-believe tnat students learn to readty reading

47.

meaningful material Teachers taking an extreme top-down position emphasize

higher order units instructionally.

Teachers taking a bore,moderate top -down- position usually emOhasize

higher order linguistic units (sentences, selection), but under some circum-

stances focuS students' attention on.words,f'soundi and letters.. Fturther,

drawing from -the interview data, patterns of specific beliefs held by teachers:

on the continuum `of strong bottom4ip, moderate bottom-up, moderate.top-down and

strong top-down positionS could be descri d

In addition to being able to identify teachers-as holding specific

Conceptual FrameWorks _of Reading, the investigator also elicited assumptions'

made about the learning to,read process held by the teachers interviewed. As
11

would be expected, the teachers varied in-the connections they perceived

between instructional practices advocated and aSsumptiont made about. the
a

learning -to read process, Also,a large proportion (91%) of-the responses

given in the Conceptual Framework of Reading Interviews. elicited beliefs

about the learning to read process4 as opposed to beliefs about other aspects

of.teachtng. Further, some of the teachers raised the issue that there are

the two pottivhs toward the learningto read process. named bottom.4up and

tod-dowif,by the tnves'ttgator. This further valiadates that these are 'cons_.

''inside the heads', of teachers.

cts
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A second issue raised by teachers during the interview is supported

_
by Michigan IRT investigations. Through interviewing,teaCh IRT

researchers also found that mahy teachers advocate emphasizing ower order

linguistic units (letterI, sounds, words) with younger, less able readers

and advocate emphasizing higher .order'linguistic units and reading for

..meaning with older, more able readers. The IRT researdhersused_the terms
,,.

"content centeree_tontptionS and "pupil centered" conceptions respectively

for the two instructional approacheS., (Metheny, 1980)

thi issue raised in the teacher interviews has not been discussed

extensively in the-reading literature. _This.issme is that reading is.

end or instructional situations but is a. means to gain information in real

world-situations. This issue raised important questions about reading

instruction, e.g. To whetextent is reading instruction an artificial

situation and the eforean unnecessarily demanding, situation for young ,

students? To what extent should teachersset up instructional ituations

in Which reading 'is i mans to gain information?

In conclusion, the Bottom-up and Top -down Conceptual Frameworks of

Reading,do seem. to be construct systems held by teachers. These two Con-

struct systems can be placed on a continuum and are not a dicotomy.

Implications for Reading
Educators and Researchers

The,authors of- the 1981 National Institute Of Education =call fo

proposals state the following

The Rea1ding andlanguage Division-views reading as an
interactiveprocess..., as a constructive process, as a
strategies process...; and as a process that must be adapted
to the disco uses structure of the text being read... This
view is. .consonant with the view held by most reading
researchers.



This position is howeVer, in sharp contrast to the
,view that dominates reading instruction today. Most current'
instrOction proceeds from assumptions that letters are de-
coded into sounds, the sounds are blended into words, and
then,thereaders' knowledge of the spoken language provides
access to meaning,

.

We believe that a shift in,practice will inevitablyoccuri
toward the conceptions now held by researchers... .However, we
feel that some concerted effort should be made to insure a

t timely and reasoned approach to the-process-of bringing. instruc-,
tion into closer contact with- research findings. -(No -page
number given)

lb this passage the NIE staff is:not_ 'discussing the use of differing

reading instructional methodologies. Essentially the NIE staff-is Saying

that they hpld a top-down-position qf the learning to read process and
I

that this-position is supported by reading researchers.

claimhthat most reading practitianers holdt:a hottom-up conception of the

Secon4, they

learning td\read process. Third, they call for a "reasoned appOach" to

changing instructional practices toward. the top-down position.- Since the

Conceptual Framework of Reading Interview elicits teachers' beliefs con-.

corning these. two positions, it is a tentially useful instrument to

measure any such atiemptsto change teachers' implicit .thiorieS of reading.

A second implication of this study tof ,reading educators is related to

the question ofthe relationship between teachers' belief systems of reading
fi

and their instructional decision king. Thee'is support for the assump.%

tion thaithetelief systems of r ing held by-teachers influence'thei.r

instructional decision making. (Barr & Duffy, 108; Bawden',.lirke & Duffy,

1979) Further research investigating, this relationship is needed A third

phase of thts:ttudy, not reported here, explored the extent.and how Concepts

. A
tual Frameworks- of Reading influence instructional decision making.in,

directed reading lessons involving oral reading.
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Assuming this relationship exists, thenIteacher educators need to

.encourage both pre-service and in-service teachers to be aware of what

these belief systems are and how they make a difference in how teachers

teach. Also, teacher educators- need to encourage teacher's to :See how

differing practices logically follow from knowledge and belief systems

of the learnihg to read process. This approach to teacher. education

differs from the approach in which specific practices are taught to pre-

and in- service teachers.

Third, if instructional practices are Oided by teachers' belief

systeMs,of reading and reading instruction, then researchers need to

=investigate the relationship between teachers' belief,systems and hew

their students respond to print. This research could look at the reading

strategies used by students as well as the conceptions of reading held by

students.

Implications for Reading
esearchers and Theorists

Further research and theorizing on teachers' implicit theories of

reading should not lead to isolation. and division of groups of reading

educators. Rather, educators holding differing views of the learning to

..read-,process could work together to develop more comprehensive models.

Rumelhart(1976) concluded the paper in which be defined and classified

reading models as bottom-up and top-doWn by outlining an interactive

model of reading. He cited research which indicates skilled

readers use both upstam (lower order linguistic cues influencing higher

order-linguistic cues) and doWn-stream effects (higher order linguistic

cues influencing lower order linguistic cues), Perhaps an interactive

model of the learhig to. read process could.be-"divised that ccnld help

teachers decide under hat conditions lower order linguistic cues and



higher order cues should be emp)asized,in aiding students in becoming

efficient and effective readers.

Code emphasis reading programs in grades one and two based on bottom,

up assumptions have been shown to be related to higher reading achievement

than have programs whicLephasize.to a lesser extent the teaching of sound-

letter associations. (Phlaum et. al., 1980) On the other hand, research on

the processes used by skilled readers clearly indicated they use top-down

.

processes to a great extent. Perhaps there is some validity to the belief

held by many of the teachers that bottom-up instructional practices should

be used with younger, less- able readers and top-down instructionar-practices

with older more able readers. A crucial question for both the theorist

and the teacher taking this position is when , the shift in emphasis

should,be made. Continuing to emphasize lower order cues instructionally

could inhibit the reading growth of these younger less able readers. Some

insights-into these issues could be obtained from studies which examine

readihg acquisition developmentally. For example, Biemiller(1970) after

analyzing the oral reading errors of first graders concluded that first.

grade. students learning to read go through the following phases: phase 1)

predominant use of contextual constraints, phase 2) predominant use of

graphic constraints, and phase 3) coordinated use of both graphic and

contextual. constraints. More developmental research is 'needed to determine

how clear-cut these phases are as well as how differing instructional

.orientations would affect students in each of these phases. This kind of

research and theorizing could lead to a decision making model to' goide

teachers' reading instructional decision making.

Finally,researchers and theOrists investigating teachers' implicit

theories of reading should consider the power of investigattng,teacher0
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implicit theoiles of reading on their instructional decision making. The

small body ofIliterature in this area seems to have more power in explaining

reading instructional behavior than do teacher effectiveness studies whick

look at teacher attributes, reading instructional methods, or use some form

f. interaction analysis. However, a fundamental issue seems to be whether

this is &sufficiently inclusive construct for explaining important influences

on the teaching of reading. The Michigan IRT ethno0aphic studies indicated

that in addition to conceptions of reading, other aspects of the teaching

environment-influence readingAnstruttional.decision making. For example,

reading tests mandated on a system-wide baSis affected teachers'-instruc-
,

tional decisions. Also in this study, teachers': conceptions of: their

=

administratorsi- beliefs about reading instruction seemed to affect their

instructional decisiOn making. By:considering these kinds _of influences

= .

in addition tioteachers' implicit theories of' reading, research in this

area could have further power in explaining the -decision making processes

used by teachers while teaching reading.
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